
hy bear the added
c o s t  o f  u s i n g
adhesives in con-

j u n c t i o n  w i t h
mechanical fasten-

ers when drywall can be installed
by combinations of nails, screws
and adhesives? The use of mechan-
ical fasteners alone appears to do
the job.

First, where quality is a concern,
adhesives make an important con-
tribution. Their use greatly reduces
the number of mechanical fasteners
required—up to 66 percent fewer,
saving labor on spotting and sand-
ing. By minimizing nail pops and
o the r  f as tene r  impe r f ec t i ons ,
expensive contractor callbacks are
reduced.  Prevent ing  prob lems
saves time and money.

Second, adhesives increase the
total bonding area, covering the full Wood vs. Steel
length of the stud; fasteners make
solid contact only at the point they
are inserted.

Gaps and irregularities in lumber
are easily breached by adhesives.
As wood ages and dries, fastener
holes enlarge and the fasteners
begin to lose their ability to main-
tain the bond between the drywall

and the stud. At this point adhesives
take over more of the function of
maintaining structural integrity.

Drywall adhesives are generally
synthetic rubber-based mastics,
supplied in solvent or water, with
solvent being the preferred choice.
Suitability is determined by confor-
mance to ASTM C557-93A: Stan-
dard Specification for Adhesives for
Fastening Gypsum Wallboard to
Wood Framing. Among the 13 or so
specific tests that make up this
ASTM standard, open time (or the
amount of time you have to form the
bond after applying the adhesive),
shear strength, aging and bridging
characteristics are most important in
ensuring greater wall integrity dur-
ing the building’s life span.

The jury is still out on whether
wood or steel offers the best combi-
nation of performance and value.

On the Wood Side. In a cradle-
to-grave life-cycle analysis, wood
was the preferred material. Wood is
renewable and recyclable. Recy-
cling steel scrap is energy inten-
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ASTM C557-93A
Test

Open Time

Wetting Characteristics

24-hour Shear

14-day Shear

Cyclic Shear

Static-Load RT

Static-Load 100F

24-Hour Tensile Strength

14-Day Tensile Strength

Bridging Characteristic

Adhesive Aging

Vinyl-covered Gypsum
Board Compatibility

Adhesive Straining

Mastic Rubber Foam Adhesive
Based Adhesive

Requirement

Passed (30 min) Failed (5 min) 30 minutes

Passed Passed Cohesive bond failure

10.2 DS1 28.6 psi => 10 psi

54.1 psi 29.6 psi => 40 psi

72.5 psi 34.7 psi => 80% of 14-day value

Passed Passed 40 lb. load

Passed Passed 20 lb. load

24.9 psi 22.6 psi => 15 psi

136.1 psi 97.6 psi => 90% paper tear

90% paper tear 65% paper tear => 90% paper tear

Passed Failed No cracking when bent
around mandrel

Good N/A No blistering on drywall

Good Good No discoloration or swelling
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sive. Wood scrap is also biodegradable. Although it will
change as framing crews become more familiar with
metal, erection of steel frames now takes longer. Wood
trim is more difficult to install over steel. Steel has a
lower R value than wood and it is harder to insulate with
metal studs.

On the Steel Side. According to the National Associ-
ation of Home Builders, 25 percent of all new homes
may be steel framed by 1997. Interest is tied directly to
the price of lumber. Lumber prices generally fluctuate;
steel has remained fairly constant. Steel is consistently
straight. It’s also lighter and stronger than wood.

Metal framing has many advantages over various
wood and block construction systems. Also, standard-
ization of engineering, design and product performance
set the stage for increased field applications of steel-
framed buildings. The ML/SFA “Design Guide” estab-
lishes the working standards for architects, engineers
and manufacturers.

In addition, there is a general perception that the qual-
ity of lumber is deteriorating. It is no longer properly
kiln dried and air stacked. After six months or so, the
twisting of wood frames due to drying causes nail pops
and stress cracks in drywall. These defects, directly
related to poor quality lumber, are eliminated by the use
of steel. As in wood construction, adhesives add value to
drywall and steel installations.

Adhesives increase the total bonding area, covering the fill length
of the stud.
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On steel you still use fewer fas-
teners. This saves, especially on
load-bearing walls which are usu-
ally 14- or 16-gauge metal and diffi-
cult to penetrate. On nonload-bear-
ing walls, very light gauge steel is
used. The installation problem is
different. Quality screws easily pen-
etrate the thin metal and, if over-
driven, become “spinners,” losing
their fastening capability. Spinners
can be just as troublesome as nail
pops. As with wood, adhesives bond
the full length of the stud, not just
where the screw penetrates the
metal. The one constant in this great
debate is that adhesives add value to
either framing material.

Mastic vs. Foam:
the Future

An article in the February 1995
issue of Construction Dimensions
claims mastic rubber-based drywall
adhesives are being replaced by
aerosol foam adhesives. Mastics
function by solvent evaporation over
time. Aerosol foams function by
cross-linking chemically with the
wood stud to develop bond strength
more quickly. They are also more
economical.

A transition to foam adhesives is
probably not as imminent as some
believe. Today’s foam adhesives have
serious drawbacks when it comes to
passing the critical ASTM C557 test,
especially with respect to open time
and aging as determined by cracking
when bent around a mandrel. The test
results shown in the table on page 37
support this theory.

In summary, we can conclude the
following:
• Adhesives reduce the amount of
mechanical fasteners required and
provide features unobtainable by
using only mechanical fasteners.
These benefits are evident in both
wood and metal frames.
• Foam adhesives offer economic
advantages, but critical performance
shortfalls may limit their growth. C D

Foam adhesives offer
economic advantages, but

critical performance short-
falls may limit their growth.
tor and product manager, commercial
products, for Pratt & Lambert United
Building Products, which is a leading
manufacturer of drywall adhesives
and related products marketed under
the Miracle® brand.
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